In Attendance
Committee Members: Daniella Cook (Chair), Christie Martin, Katie Wolfe, Panayiotis Doutis; Ex Officio: Rob Dedmon

The committee approved the minutes from 9/22/15.

Proposals Reviewed
PEDU 107 Course Change Proposal (course title and description change –
Approved with the following corrections:
• Correct typos in proposal that were noted by the committee

EDEX 581 New Course Proposal
Approved with the following adjustments:
• Remove the words “This course will address” from the course description
• Add disability statement to the syllabus
• Correct typos in the proposal that were noted by the committee

EDRD 500 Course Change Proposal (change credit hours to three, change course title, change course description)
Approved with the following adjustments:
• Add disability statement to the syllabus
• Add course schedule to the syllabus
• Indicate “none” for pre-requisites instead of leaving blank
• Indicate for “Undergraduate and Graduate students” under intended audience

MT Secondary Education (change to major/degree program)
Approved with no changes needed

MAT Secondary English (change to major/degree program)
Mr. Dedmon shared a handout showing a new double column change for this program than what was on the tracking chart. He indicated that ITE Department Chair, David Virtue, did not want the proposal as originally posted to move forward yet as it needs more vetting in ITE. The alternate change simply adds a note to the existing bulleted entry indicating the courses which must be taken to meet the SC Read to Succeed requirement. This new change was approved with no changes needed. Mr. Dedmon indicated that he will not move these forward without a final go ahead from Dr. Virtue.

MAT Secondary Social Studies, Science, and Math (3 separate proposals, change to major/degree program)
Approved with the following adjustment:
  • Change “Select the two following courses” to “Reading and Literacy Courses (6 Hours)”

MAT in Physical Education (change to major/degree program)
Approved with no changes needed

Minor in Physical Education (change to minor requirements)
Approved with no changes needed

BS in Physical Education #1 (change to major/degree program)
Approved with the following adjustments:
  • Enter concurrence email from HPEB into system
  • Enter request for concurrence email from EXSC into system

BS in Physical Education #2-R2S change (change to major/degree program)
Approved with no changes needed

EDML 471 New Course Proposal
Approved with the following adjustments:
  • A few editorial changes to the Justification as noted by the committee
  • Add "be able to:" to Learning outcomes statement

BA and BS in Middle Level Education (change to major/degree program)
Approved with the following adjustments:
  • Remove the first two sentences in the justification that refer to AMLE
  • In the justification, mention that the changes are related to Read to Succeed

MAT in Art, Foreign Language, and Music-3 proposals (change to major/degree program)
All three were approved with no changes needed

MAT in Theatre Education
Mr. Dedmon reported that Dr. Duffy in Theatre Education plans to simply change EDRD 730S to EDRD 732 as a requirement. The paperwork for this change is making its way through the College of Arts and Sciences. Since this change is simply reflecting the change in course number that the College of Education has already approved, the committee agreed to approve this change so that Mr. Dedmon can move it forward once the paperwork is submitted from Arts and Sciences.

Other Business
The committee agreed that the next meeting will be on November 16 at 1:00

The meeting was adjourned.